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If I had an hour to solve a
pandemic, I'd spend 55
minutes understanding and
securing consensus
on the problem and
five minutes debating
solutions.
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What Experts Got Wrong Initially!
COVID-19 physical surface
contamination
CDC found minimal surface transmission
risk (that is easily cleaned)

Pandemic losses from
government shut-downs
Most losses resulted from a plunge in
macroeconomic consumer demand
for in-person services, not government
closures

Duration of losses
Plunge in consumer demand in some
sectors is ongoing (18+ months)

Misunderstanding business
interruption insurance
BI is a property policy to tide businesses
over while fixing damaged property
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COVID-19 Losses/Premiums in Perspective

$56.1 billion
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Multiple Layers of Pandemic Losses
• Mass unemployment
• Structural unemployment
• Business liquidity
• Business/household insolvency
• Liability losses
• Worker health impairment
• Financial market losses

• Supply chain disruption
• Inflation
• Public health decline
• Contingency losses (event
cancellation)
• Travel losses/disruption
• Widening income inequality
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Pandemic Economic Losses = Plunge in
Consumer Demand for In-Person Services
• National Bureau of Economic Research: Most of the economic
decline from the pandemic was due to nationwide factors rather than
state-level policies like shelter in place orders.
• University of Chicago: Little aggregate pandemic economic impact
from government shutdown orders
– 60% drop in retail visits; only 7% from government shut-downs

• Other Examples:

– Dry cleaners remained open but initially lost 83 – 92% revenue
– Airlines remained open but initially lost 96% revenue; down 45% end of 2020
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Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve; USA Today.
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Understanding the Problem
Versus Trying to Make Insurance the Solution
• Understanding the problem

• 13 distinct pandemic loss components that may need separate solutions
• Pandemic losses worst in leisure & hospitality (disproportionately low-wage workers)
• Labor costs = top exposure

• Insurance not designed to cover shifting macroeconomic consumer
demand trends

• Cannot cure all societal problems – pandemics are a broadly uninsurable risk
• COVID-19 business continuity losses were caused primarily by a plunge in consumer
demand for in-person services and not government shutdown orders

• Government solutions could be targeted assistance for job preservation
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Uninsurability of Pandemic-Related
Business Income Losses
• Business continuity losses arising from pandemics are uninsurable
• Such losses violate all the traditional criteria for insurability

• Wharton Risk Center:
• “The scale, correlations, and complexity of pandemic risk, as evidenced by
ongoing COVID-19 losses, far exceed traditional parameters that define the
concept of insurability for private insurers and reinsurers…” (May 2021)
• Geneva Association:
• “Pandemic business continuity risk was, in general, never possible or
intended to be covered by the private-sector insurance market.” (April 2021)
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Uninsurability of Pandemic-Related
Business Income Losses
• Pandemic losses can easily exceed the insurance industry’s capital, surplus, and premium

resources
• Such losses can pose a systemic risk to the insurance industry and overall economy

•

Based on scale of losses alone:
• Monthly business continuity losses in the US are potentially 200 times greater than
the $4.5 billion collected in monthly premium across all commercial property lines
• Business continuity losses from small businesses alone could exhaust the P/C
insurance industry’s capital and surplus in less than 4 months
• Adjusting millions of nearly simultaneous business income claims would take years
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The Uninsurability of Pandemic-Related Business Continuity Losses

Uninsurability of Pandemic-Related
Business Income Losses
• Insurability requires a solid understanding of loss frequency and severity

• Insurers lack even the most basic information to price pandemic risk

• Insurability requires fortuity of loss
• Decisions by thousands of government officials to close businesses and
restrict movement were intentional and deliberate
• Insurability requires that not all insureds are impacted simultaneously
• The economic impacts of COVID-19 impacted most businesses in the U.S.,
nearly simultaneously and continuously
• Insurability requires that premiums be economically feasible
• The magnitude of COVID economic losses suggests that the cost of business
income pandemic coverage would be unaffordable for most businesses
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The Role of Government and the
Bounds of Insurability
• Majority of losses to businesses and households during the pandemic reflect losses
of income arising from shifts in aggregate demand and record unemployment
• Countering the economic instability arising from COVID-19 requires massive
resources
• Macroeconomic stabilization policy has always been the role of government
• Congress to date has passed 6 major relief bills providing $5.7 trillion in aid
• Virtually all of this spending is deficit financed
• Amount is more than 7 times the capital and surplus of the p/c industry
• Only government—with its unique authority to tax—can shift and spread
expenditures and risks of this magnitude over time
• Borrowing on this scale is impossible in the private sector
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
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